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This is an Orion 2.2.4.3Plus build (06/26/2007) 64-bit RPM that I have created using 64-bit RHEL 3.0. "x86_64" is the suffix on the RPM's filename, meaning it's built for a 64-bit architecture. The build I have created is Version Control Enabled (VCE). I use VCE for Orion because it helps ensure that any bugs in the build process get fixed before it becomes available on a public website. This is a "Hot Fix" which means it fixes the bugs from the
previous Orion build but it does not release a new Orion build. So upgrading your Orion build to this new version fixes the bugs that have been found in the previous build. Hot Fixes build on top of the current Major Version (e.g. 2.2.4.3) To upgrade your build to the latest Orion 2.2.4.3Plus Hot Fix, you must run the following commands in Terminal: I also created a new Orion Linux RPM build for the latest Orion 2.2.5.3 build and I've included
that in the Orion 2.2.5.3 build zip above. If you have already downloaded the 2.2.5.3 build zip from this wiki, you should re-download the 2.2.5.3 RPM build. I have done my best to make the new RPM build as close to the Orion 2.2.5.3 source code as possible. So if you do the new 2.2.5.3 build, you should be able to upgrade any Orion build from 2.2.5.2 to 2.2.5.3. Orion 2.2.5.3 adds support for Cisco IOS IP SLA. It also fixes 6 bugs from Orion
2.2.5.2. You should upgrade your build to the latest Hot Fix build, if you have a build in your wget download. This is an upgraded version of the Orion 2.1.3.2 build (now including 2.2.4.3). This latest version fixes 12 bugs from the 2.1.3.2 build (made on 06/26/2007). Please note: 2.1.3.2 only works with Orion from SourceForge.net and I've stopped supporting the 2.1.3.2 build in the public wget download
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? Predictive Voice Quality Monitoring and Analysis for VoIP Using SLAs VoIP Monitor is a tool for monitoring and reporting VoIP voice QoS (Quality of Service) metrics in order to plan, manage and optimize VoIP deployment. It is used as an integrated platform for monitoring and analyzing VoIP performance and quality. VoIP Monitor provides a consolidated VoIP QoS Monitoring and Analysis management tool for VoIP administrators. It
enables VoIP administrators to easily monitor voice quality in their network and to ensure that voice quality does not suffer from voice applications, such as VoIP, voice mail and more. Using VoIP Monitor, you can plan, manage and optimize VoIP deployment by measuring key VoIP metrics including MOS, Jitter and Packet Loss. VoIP Monitor offers basic VoIP QoS services like MOS, Jitter and Packet Loss by creating Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) for VoIP users. VoIP Monitor can be used to monitor the voice quality of VoIP users regardless of the technology that they are using. VoIP Monitor currently supports the following protocols and technologies including ADSL2+ and G.711, SIP, IAX2, H.323, H.248, H.323, SCCP, T.38, SCCP, SIP, G.729, G.729L, G.726-32 and others. ? Instant Connection Backup on Cisco GIG Routers If a VoIP user goes offline, VoIP
Monitor automatically takes over and monitors the users traffic. Should the user return to the network, VoIP Monitor automatically recovers the existing session with no intervention. ? Auto Connection of Pstn Calls to the ISP Router VoIP Monitor can automatically backup the connection of PSTN calls to the Internet so you can test and monitor the quality of the VoIP call in your tests at your desk. This feature is also the only VoIP QoS tool that
offers the feature of the Call Hold and Call Forwarding using the same method. ? Dynamic MOS Tool It is very important for VoIP to maintain the expected MOS. VoIP Monitor comes with a MOS tool that gives the ability to measure and report a dynamic MOS over a predetermined bandwidth, time or packet size. ? Dynamic RTP/RTCP Packet Loss Tool VoIP Monitor comes with a RTP/RTCP packet loss tool that allows you to measure the
packet loss at different points of a VoIP call 09e8f5149f
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*Extends Orion with VoIP metrics *Keeps track of VoIP RTP packets *Tracks VoIP on WAN to WAN, and calculates the quality of VoIP IP SLA. *Simplifies the configuration of IP SLA on Cisco routers *Encapsulate VoIP QoS information into IP SLA Sender Report. *Report VoIP Quality metrics of standard/best and secondary/best quality. *Collect metrics from multiple nodes in a cluster *Retention policy of collected metrics *Measure
VoIP over time *Create VoIP RTP/Payload from IP SLA packets Configuration of a VOIP QoS Device The Cisco IP SLA (RTP VoIP) Device (CSP FPD000) is a superset of the Cisco IP SLA Device (CSP FPD000) with additional capabilities for RTP management and monitoring. The functionality of the Cisco IP SLA Device is described in the Cisco IP SLA Device Installation and Configuration Guide. The Cisco IP SLA device is a software
defined processor (SDP) that can be used to process and measure RTP VoIP Quality of Service and call setup procedures in real time. In addition, it can be used to configure a RTP VoIP aggregate device with multiple RTP data streams or RTP VoIP RTP Encapsulated Audio. Like the Cisco IP SLA Device, the Cisco IP SLA VoIP device has a simple API that enables a user to write scripts that can be scheduled as part of a time-of-day based
policy. The Cisco IP SLA device offers more functionality and is therefore more expensive than the Cisco IP SLA Device. The Cisco IP SLA Device requires a minimum of two csp (Cisco Service Processor) platforms to be operational. However, the Cisco IP SLA VoIP device requires only one csp (Cisco Service Processor) and a VoIP network processor (vnp) platform. Therefore, this device may be a better solution if a smaller number of nodes
will need to be monitored. Unlike the Cisco IP SLA Device, which is merely a VNP (Voice Network Processor) with RTP application, the Cisco IP SLA VoIP device is an SDP (Service Defined Processor) that can process RTP VoIP Quality of Service and call setup procedures in real time. This device has a rich API that enables one to write scripts to measure R

What's New In Orion VoIP Monitor?

Orion VoIP Monitor for Cisco routers helps you to automatically and instantaneously gather real-time voice quality statistics for IP telephony over SIP and H.323 networks, including RTP, SIP, MGCP, H.323 and MEGACO. Orion VoIP Monitor helps you to perform performance audits of the network, users, and telephony applications, thus enabling you to provide superior VoIP quality for business communications. Orion VoIP Monitor can
automatically configure routers for VoIP QoS monitoring, simplifying the tracking of voice quality on Cisco routers. You can also manually monitor the voice quality on specific users, devices, ports, services and QoS policies, allowing you to easily identify performance bottlenecks and optimize the voice quality of IP telephony. Orion VoIP Monitor features: - Automatically and instantaneously gather real-time voice quality statistics for IP
telephony over SIP, H.323, RTP, MGCP, MEGACO, SCCP, STUN, TLS, SRTP, SRTCP and UDP protocols. - Automatically configure routers for VoIP monitoring, with simplified configuration and monitoring of service quality on specified connections and users, devices or policies. - Perform performance audits of the network, users, and telephony applications, thus enabling you to provide superior VoIP quality for business communications. -
Allow you to proactively identify performance bottlenecks and optimize the voice quality of IP telephony. - Collect MOS, jitter and latency to find root cause of voice quality degradation. - Extract WAN routes and route policies for QoS policy violations and performance management. - Configure Cisco routers for VoIP monitoring without configuration. - Detect routing path failures and promote management policy. - Ftp/Web access to the web
interface is disabled as the version is no longer supported. - Statistics are captured via simple (but powerful) Orion data marts to easily query data. - Resource heavy client is removed from the client API: UDP is no longer being polled by client. - Local session handling in particular is updated to reduce memory and CPU consumption. - Monitor an unlimited number of applications in parallel. - New status icons to indicate performance metrics
status. - Improve Orion main process performance: no longer requires client to poll UDP ports to check if the port is unavailable, and thus improves overall performance. - Smaller code size and size of archives. - Full and partial
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7 Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7 Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual-Core or higher 2.4 GHz Dual-Core or higher Memory: 4 GB RAM (8 GB for PC version) 4 GB RAM (8 GB for PC version) Graphics: 1 GB VRAM 1 GB VRAM Hard Drive: 25 GB available space 25 GB available space Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card Windows compatible sound card Internet connection: Broadband or
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